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Author Note
Aside from using paint I like to use other mediums such as chocolate, and even cake, to make art. The arts fascinate me. From playing the violin, to painting or drawing, there's art in practically every aspect of my life. Career-wise, my ultimate goal is to become an intellectual property lawyer. In between studying, I find it essential to find a creative outlet and I found my balance with these mediums. I paint because I like to see ideas come alive. Seeing a blank canvas and imagining what it could become reminds me that there are no limits to what I can do.
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Staring at the ocean make me question my significance
Waves are breaking hard, lately I’ve been on some different shit
Take the world in through my eyes, my brain just be twisting it
Basquiat state of mind, wishing you could witness it.

They say life is real, I’m wondering if it is
    Or if its just really.
really what we think it is
What if dreams are real life, and that is where we live
What if when we go, It doesn’t really end

Abstract thoughts from an overactive mind
    Like how’d I get this far
Like what is really time
 Like what do I control
Like what is really mine
Like are these people real
or am I just really blind